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CREATING A UNIQUE CULTURE



We are living in a city of advanced and rapid information 
technology development. In the span of a couple years, we 
have seen cryptocurrency gradually materializing f rom a 
vague dream to part of our real life, and some countries 
have even started to accept it as a currency. Crypto-related 
products, like NFTs (Non-Fungible Token) are now on the 
crest of its wave. The story of the Three Little Pigs must not 
be unfamiliar to us, as it gave us an indolent, cute image of 
piglets. Inhabiting a lifestyle of hustle-and-bustle, urbanites 
could hardly find a chance to take a deep breath. The whole 
project of Little Piggies is created with the aid of advanced 
technology like De-fi and Game-fi, in the endeavor to bring 
a cozy lifestyle into the Metaverse just as the piglets en-
joyed. In turn, citizens could slow down their pace of life, 
simultaneously earning extra passive income to gain a foot-
hold in this monetary driven world.

foreword

LPG



To summarize the project of Little Piggy in a few words, it is 
inherently ' 'a new way of living' '. The mission is to introduce 
a new way of living to the participants of Little Piggy, in 
both reality and Metaverse. 

We call this lifestyle the "LITTLE PIGGY WAY of Living".

The Project of Litty piggy is diversified with an array of proj-
ects including NFT, token, Defi, Game-fi, Metaverse, public 
chain and concept store, etc. Our target is to create our own 
culture, attitude, brand and an unrestrained worldview 
through blockchain, allowing participants to join different 
parties, livie in a new world with other piggies, and reach 
their full potential. As the world is gradually making its way 
to virtualisation, the concept of Metaverse has gone viral. 
Everyone is looking forward to this future, including us. Yet, 
while our goal is to develop the Metaverse, the real world 
should not be neglected as well. Therefore, Little Piggy 
focuses on merging reality with the Metaverse, instead of 
differentiating between the two worlds.

Introduction of Little Piggy
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As mentioned, our vision is to create our own culture, atti-
tude, brand and an unrestrained worldview. In other words, 
our goal is to take part in the construction of this world and 
bring you all to it. Freedom is the core value of our produc-
tion team, and everyone shall own their f reedom in the 
world of Little Piggy, CREATING A UNIQUE CULTURE.



The latest rage for NTFs (Non-Fungible Token) has been ob-
served all over the world. It is a type of token invented with 
the technique of blockchain, with that property that it 
cannot be switched or modified, meaning that each and 
every NFT would have its own unique code/label on the 
blockchain. NFT can be used on different assets, such as 
books, graphics, songs and recordings, etc. Besides its bene-
fits for artists and creatives, the unique property of NFT also 
increases its market value.

The eco-project of Little Piggy commences with an NFT de-
signed on the image of piggies. The total supply of Little 
Piggies is 6666 ,  based on the Solana blockchain. Little Piggy 
aims to establish the most liberated brand, society and eco-
system, both in reality or in the Metaverse.  NFT is only one 
part in the full picture of Little Piggy, that it is representa-
tive of a new identity for whoever is entering this world. Pos-
session of the Little Piggy NFT grants a privilege in the 
up-and-coming Little Piggy ecosystem.

 Little Piggy NFT 
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Apart f rom developing our own Little Piggy NFT, one of our 
visions is to cooperate with different NFT companies, 
making it more progressive and creative. We hope to first 
connect all NFTs in Asia, then NFTs f rom all over the world, 
and eventually launch the largest cross-over NFT communi-
ty where everyone could take part in it and build a liberated 
Metaverse.  It is believed that Little Piggies will stand along-
side other eminent NFTs like Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC) 
soon.

We hope to first connect all NFTs in Asia, 
then NFTs f rom all over the world



The Little Piggy token has a vital role in promoting its 
metaverse, as the token will be widely applied in all of Little 
Piggy’s projects. In the future, the LPG will be used as a cur-
rency without any boundaries in our ecosystem. Except for 
its function as a currency, LPG also plays a crucial character 
in building up our society and promoting our culture. Hold-
ers of LPG could suggest feedback to our system, and more 
details can be found in Chapter 6: Little Piggy DAO.

Little Piggy Token 
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Besides, players in our Game-fi can also earn LPG in the 
game and use LPG to buy gaming items. They can also swap 
money inside crypto exchange, executing the ' 'play-to-earn' ' 
function. It is foreseen that in the Piggy metaverse, LPG will 
be the one and only circulating medium. Holders of a cer-
tain amount of LPG would have the right to propose any 
ideas on the project, ultimately building a better community 
hand-in-hand with us.

At the initial stage of LPG, there will be an airdrop function. 
If one possesses a certain amount of Piggy NFTs, they will 
receive an airdropped LPG. In our total volume of LPG, 62% 
of it will be issued for public offering. As participants 
become the largest stakeholders, the state of decentraliza-
tion is achieved. The only way to obtain LPG is 1)  joining our 
events, like game-fi, social activities, or 2) through trading in 
exchange.

PLAY

EARN
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!

62% Public OfferingLPG



Similar to Ethereum, there is also a token burning mecha-
nism for LPG. The R&D team will destroy a certain amount of 
coins at a particular time in order to reward the owners of 
LPG. In short, the destruction of tokens means to cap the 
supply of LPG, such that its lowered fluidity and increased 
scarcity will make the coin more valuable.



LPG has the function of token burning. The developer will 
burn a quantity of token at specific points in time in order 
to motivate LPG investors. Token burning refers to a com-
plete and permanent eradication of said token, such that 
there would be less tokens being circulated in the market. 
Once a token has been burned, no one, including the devel-
oper, would be able to deploy it in trading or any exchange. 
The purpose of this practice is to create scarcity for the 
token and facilitate a deflationary effect, which in turn 
increases the overall value. As the supply of tokens decreas-
es, LPG becomes more valuable.

LPG Token Burning
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The burning of LPG tokens would be executed manually and 
the developer will destroy a quantity of token at specific 
points in time. Records of burning are to be announced offi-
cially, and investors will be able to see the implementation 
of token burning on blockchain surveillance networks. LPG 
burns its tokens seasonally, with each year consisting of two 
seasons. For every six months, the developer bases the 
quantity of tokens to-be-burned on a specific percentage of 
the total LPG transaction volume, which includes LPG trans-
actions on-chain and NFT transactions. The percentage of 
tokens to-be-burned will increase each year, meaning that 
the percentage of burned tokens only increases with time. 
In assumption that the percentage of burned tokens is 5% 
for the first year, and the transaction volume of LPG in its 
first quarter is 1,000,000, the quantity of tokens burned will 
be:

The transaction volume of LPG in the quarter X percentage 
= Quantity of burned tokens
1,000,000 X 5% = 50,000

The total initial supply of LPG is 20,000,000,000 tokens, and 
the quantity will decrease via token burning. The burning of 
token will commence two years after the launching of LPG 
tokens, and it will come to a halt once it falls to 33% of the 
total supply.

LPG 33% for burn



Besides the craze for NFTs, game-fi is also a new industry 
growing rapidly in recent years. The definition of game-fi 
means gamified finance, using ' 'Play-to-Earn' ' as the core 
operating system. Players earn NFTs or crypto currencies 
through games on the blockchain, then trade/cash out in 
the second hand market. Assets of traditional gaming are 
confined to the virtual world, which cannot be traded into 
actual money. Yet, owing to the creation of cryptocurrency 
which shows the scarcity of crypto assets, play-to-earn 
blockchain games are  becoming the pioneer of a new eco-
nomic system.

Game-fi is one of the most indispensable parts of Little Pig-
gy's blueprint. As mentioned above, Little Piggy's NFT will 
endow a new character to all project participants, while 
game-fi is the place that gives them their self-identity. Play-
ers can present themselves as their NFTs and be their own 
unique character. Details about the LPG can be found in 
Chapter 3 of this whitepaper.

Here are the 3 Game-fi projects that will be launched soon.

Little Piggy Game-Fi
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Little Piggy Box

We are about to develop an open world Sandbox game 
using Little Piggy as our core element in which players can 
play as a piggy in a 3D world. In the game, piggies can 
create a piggy village that belongs to them, and interact 
with other piggies in different villages. In this game full of 
adventures, piggies can explore the world, collect resources, 
craft items and be on a survival mode. After exploring and 
collecting the resources required for crafting items, the final 
target of Piggies is to beat the boss in the game, called Boss 
Wolffy. The value of the resource and crafting items that 
player obtains differs by their rareness, players can trade to 
their heart's content via video chat, which provokes a sus-
tainable development of the Little Piggy Box, making it a 
long-lasting game.

Players who possess Little Piggy's Nft can use them as their 
avatar in this game. For those who do not, their avatars will 
be presented as a pink original Piggy. Any items obtained in 
the Piggy world, say artifacts, would be shown in the form of 
NFTs, which can be transferred to other metaverses via 
blockchain. Furthermore, players can earn LPG in the 
game’s different events.



Little Piggy Battle 

Apart f rom the MMORPG Little Piggy box, our next Game-fi 
in development would be Little Piggy Battle, a mobile plat-
form augmented reality game. We will collaborate with pro-
fessionals like Niantic, Inc to ensure the best gaming experi-
ence. In this game, players would be using MR/VR headsets 
as a tool to break the boundaries between virtual world and 
reality, act as a piggy trainer to catch and cultivate mon-
sters, increase their levels through fight and battle with 
other trainers. Different cultivation styles will lead to a varia-
tion in statistics and development of monsters. Similarly, 
these monsters will be shown in the form of NFTs and play-
ers can transform them in other game-fi like the Piggy Box. 
Specific boss battles would be held in physical landmarks in 
Hong Kong regularly. Players will need to work 
hand-in-hand to beat the final boss in order to earn LPG and 
rare items.



The last game-fi that is about to be launched is LPM (Little 
Piggy Monster), a mobile phone game (workable in both 
Android and IOS) that combines tower defense and raising 
sims together. Each and every single player would receive a 
little monster at the beginning of the game and the mission 
of the game is to challenge the “Tower of Infinity” after cul-
tivation. Whenever a player completes a task, he/she would 
receive corresponding rewards, such as LPG and Piggy NFTs. 
The equipment of the monster could only be obtained 
through purchasing mystery boxes, which are sold in the 
units of LPG. More rewards will be given upon scarcer/higher 
level of equipment.

After long-time rearing and passing through different trials, 
little monsters will upgrade and evolve according to diversi-
fied training methods, which in turn provide players with 
more rewards.

 Little Piggy Monster 



Besides being functional in paying transaction fees, having 
a store of value, and being circulatable, LPG is simultane-
ously a governance token. We believe in the fundamentality 
of decentralized governance. The decision making process is 
exclusive to those who have invested in the platform, in this 
case, those who possess LPG. Numerous crypto investors 
have their eyes on the project’s development and as they 
anticipate its prospect, they are willing to establish the best 
solution. Their dedication drives the progress and advance 
of the ecosystem, and LPG owes its success to collaborative 
efforts. Every single LPG owner is a participant ,  profiting 
f rom the increase of token value while joining in the cultiva-
tion of the community. 

Every participant has the right to provide suggestions and 
create polls in the procedure we call ‘proposal’. It includes 
and is not exclusive to suggestions on the enhancement of 
platform and token ecosystem, requests for technological 
tasks, and suggestions for the improvement of task execu-
tion. In the near future, the governance of LPG will be allo-
cated in three parts:

Little Piggy DAO

CHAPTER 6
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Council

There are five open seats in the council while all possessors 
of LPG are electable for the post and the role of council 
members is to maintain the development of LPG’s ecosys-
tem. They are responsible for the validation of motions pro-
posed by the governance committee or the technical com-
mittee, and the council votes on any platform proposal. Pro-
posals require a majority vote e.g. <50% in order to be imple-
mented. The electoral conditions for the council are based 
on the maximum stakes made by the LPG owner, as a vow 
for their own dedication to the community. The top 5 LPG 
owners with the greatest number of stakes made will be 
automatically elected as the members of the council. Each 
term of office lasts a year, and it will resettle annually. If the 
initial council members are still the top five LPG owners 
with the highest amount of stakes in the next annum, they 
will not be re-elected, to showcase one’s devotion on LPG to 
the public.

1 2 3 4 5



Technical Committee

The technical committee will account for the stability and 
security of blockchain. They can submit urgent proposals to 
the council and these proposals will be immediately pro-
ceeded once verified. Seats of the technical committee are 
reserved for technical staff that are experts in blockchain 
and source code.

10101010



Governance Committee

Aforementioned, the governance committee authorizes the 
council to verify proposals and to make executive decisions 
on the platform. In this case, members of the governance 
committee are participants who staked on LPG. It should be 
taken note that only the first ten participants with the most 
stakes are ‘effective stakers’, and these ten stakers automat-
ically assume their positions in the governance committee. 
These ten committee members will be elected f rom the first 
sixth to fifteenth LPG owners with the highest amount of 
stakes. The term for the governance committee will be voted 
on by members of the Council. All participants can submit 
their proposals to LPG, and the proposals have to be ap-
proved by more than half of the governance committee to 
reach the final voting procedure.



Little Piggy is committed to developing the Metaverse and 
the application of the Metaverse. Ever since Facebook’s re-
naming as Metaverse, the flux of social media and informa-
tion technology organizations have progressed towards the 
same direction. This indicates how the metaverse and Web 
3.0 take most priority in building their foundation with a 
community-oriented focus. The cohesion and momentum of 
a community is grounded in the community itself, and ev-
eryone’s participation and their sense of belonging will 
create huge impacts. The ethos of a community and the 
preservation of such spirit is the key to whether it can subli-
mate as a culture and trend. Little Piggy deploys Little Piggy 
as an NFT to mark its grand entrance to the metaverse, and 
in proper sequence every villager at the Piggy Village would 
own a genuine identity at the Metaverse.

 Little Piggy Metaverse

CHAPTER 7
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Little Piggy does not only stress on the exploration of the 
boundless metaverse, instead, it materializes the concept of 
the metaverse and advances towards Web 3.0. It constructs 
a village which bridges the metaverse and the reality, con-
necting individuals in both worlds. Just as how our primal 
ancestors evolved f rom a single entity to a village, then to a 
city, and eventually into a society. We are willing to be the 
vanguards of this earth because we uphold the belief that 
all human civilisations began f rom a village to a city, and 
time is the only challenge that we have to conquer together. 
Our team is dedicated to build a bridge for everyone and 
provide access to the metaverse ,  the world of Web 3.0. In 
both Web 1.0 and 2.0 human senses are limited to vision and 
auditory perception, yet the metaverse and Web 3.0 will 
subvert traditional concepts and allow immeasurable imagi-
nation. Although the metaverse is ostensibly virtual and 
inherently fantastical, it is manifested with technological 
advancement, a fully-engaged community, a flowing com-
munity, and a sense of presence that revolutionizes your 
perception. Some say the metaverse is full of chimerical, 
truth is, you are already in it. 



The Little Piggy 4D village is the first step to constructing 
the metaverse. Aforementioned, any developed city took 
their first step as a village. With our Discord channel as the 
first base, we have organized different monthly activities to 
sustain the relationship and interaction of villagers. These 
functions will merge with the real world, for example, we 
will launch a physical store and create everyday products in 
order to promote the ethos and culture of Little Piggy. We 
fully understand that it is even more challenging to main-
tain the operation of a virtual community than an offline 
one, but we have faith that once the initial villages are en-
couraged to commit, more people will be attracted to join 
the village. Our team will develop various Gamefi projects, 
and Gamefi will be our main attraction. Conceptually, the 
appeal of games is the joy that they bring, and the sensa-
tional experience will attract a younger and broader demo-
graphic who is willing to invest in new things.



Little Piggy Box and Little Piggy Battle focus on the sense of 
being present. The former is dedicated to creating a 3D VR 
world in Sandbox where each Piggy can explore the world, 
collect resources, synthesize items, go on survival adven-
tures and more. With the latest MR technology on VR and 
AR, providing an upgraded experience for villagers. We 
strive to collaborate with companies dedicated to develop-
ing MR technology to deliver headphones combining 5K 
high-resolution image quality, excellent head tracking func-
tion, and 120 degree vision. The pandemic has drifted us 
apart, yet humans never stopped growing and this piece of 
technology can be applied to break the physical boundaries 
in work and leisure. The latter, Little Piggy Battle, will join 
hands with Niantic, Inc to promote the AR game on mobile 
devices. With AR technology, the real world will bond with 
the virtual one and increase the interactivity between the 
two worlds. This project will take its initial form as a game to 
gradually develop artificial intelligence, big data analytic 
system, and machine learning. In five years, the aim is to 
develop Little Piggy’s first AI series “Hello Piggy” ,  truly com-
bining the virtual world into life. The first step is to ensure 
Hello Piggy’s compatibility with the Internet of Things, 
making it a keeper of the household. It will arrange trivial 
and heavy duty tasks perfectly, such as controlling the cur-
tains, lighting system, and even using the 5G network to 
present itself via 4D projection. Utilizing the features of the 
Internet of Things, Hello Piggy will provide you the best-fit-
ted arrangements. Imagine when life drains you out, Hello 
Piggy has adjusted the lights and prepared a warm bath for 
you. Grooving to a soft Spanish hymn, you let loose of the 
day’s fatigue, ref reshed. 



When our demographic and active user reach our goal, our 
team will push the development of Little Piggy Village to 
the next phase. We will deploy MR as Little Piggy’s main 
developmental element, and construct the first officially 
authenticated Little Piggy village platform on blockchain. 
Each and every villager will be able to use NFT as their iden-
tity card to roam in this metaverse village. Working with VR 
and AR technology, villagers will have a fully enhanced 
visual experience. We will be more focused on bringing ele-
ments of the metaverse to our life,  and the several key 
directions are namely (sports, technology, education, land, 
NFT and practical applications).

AR VRMR



In terms of sports, the Little Piggy team is aware that living 
standards are only improving. In face of the pandemic, the 
mode of exercising has transitioned f rom sports in groups to 
individual workouts. We intend to reintroduce individuals 
who prefer exercising alone into team sports, and this will 
be realized by a space in the metaverse with a Little Piggy 
exclusive platform on blockchain, in cooperation with vari-
ous sports events. Even though participants are not able to 
sweat together in the real world, their indulgence of match-
es is simultaneous in the world of metaverse. We plan to 
relocate matches and sport events to the metaverse, and 
build a ball game streaming platform where teams all over 
the world can collaborate.



On technology, the Little Piggy team understands that 
visual presentation should be the first issue to be tackled 
and developed as a project. We plan to develop the Glasses 
programme for villagers who own our NFT to display their 
prized possession at all times. With Glasses and 5G technol-
ogy, NFTs can be presented f rom the f rames, and the aug-
mented reality can be exhibited in real life at full capability. 
We plan to propose the collaboration with future intelligent 
glasses projects of Apple, Google and Microsoft to develop 
codes for each Little Piggy NFT holder to utilize their NFTs 
fully. Besides the creations of Little Piggy, we foresee collab-
orations with other NFTs. We believe that in promoting this 
culture, there is no rivalry. Our mission is to cultivate the 
culture into a trend, and even into a generation, so that 
more will be exposed to blockchain, cryptocurrency, and 
Little Piggy.

5G



For education, Little Piggy firmly believes that all knowl-
edge roots f rom education. In face of the pandemic, hu-
man’s teaching methods have been forced to adapt. Work-
ing and teaching at home has become the new normal. In 
the initial stage of the educational plan, Little Piggy will 
sponsor educational organizations monetarily. As the plan 
develops, the platform Piggy College will be established on 
blockchain for participants to share and exchange knowl-
edge. At a later stage, Piggy Library will be created to col-
lect different books and NFTs for participants to read, pur-
chase, and own with LPG. Participants can use the applica-
tion for f ree as long as they are students. 

EDU

DEVELOP



In the NFT market, we plan to build a NFT trading market. 
The concept is to run the market as an exchange, making 
NFTs into a general market value like cryptocurrency, each 
NFT will have their own market value ranking and constant 
price fluctuation, and holders will be able to trade in real 
time. The platform will provide ranking functions for popular 
projects, best buyers and sellers, features, and more, adding 
more value to NFTs as an investment product. We will fully 
support this project, and prove again that NFTs are equiva-
lent to the ownership of virtual items instead of a bubble 
economy .

NFT



On application, to coordinate the usage of LPG, the Little 
Piggy team will develop and launch the crypto wallet –– 
Little Wallet, and this is the ultimate vision for Little Piggy 
now. It allows users to exchange currencies f rom different 
platforms into cryptocurrency, and to use it on other plat-
forms. Even for the purchasing of NFTs, the project will 
begin with game tokens and use LPG to transact with 
tokens on different platforms, such as Steam. From gaming 
platforms, we will branch out to work related platforms such 
as Adobe and Microsoft, and finally to subscription based 
platforms like Spotify and Netflix. Our goal is to break all 
boundaries between tokens and currencies. 

Wallet



DeFi is an abbreviation for ‘Decentralized Finance’ .  Differ-
ent f rom traditional centralized finance businesses, which 
require many intermediating parties such as the state, 
banks, insurance companies, stock exchanges, regulatory 
organizations, and financial practitioners. These parties per-
form identity or asset verification prior to giving customers 
the access to make transactions, mortgage, and other pur-
chase or operation of financial products; as for DeFi, the 
technology of blockchain is utilized as the solution to the 
procedure identity verification and the additional cost of 
hiring intermediating parties. On this foundation, financial 
products different f rom the traditional centralized financial 
inf rastructures are developed and they are acquiring the 
world’s attention. All in all, no one can be detached f rom the 
economic system and the related financial operations. 

Little piggy DeFi
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In evaluating the popularity and strength of DeFi, one of the 
indicators for reference is the Total Value Locked (TVL). It 
generally refers to the value of digital assets mortgaged or 
locked in on a decentralized platform. According to Defi 
Llama, the total locked value of DeFi protocols up until Oc-
tober 2020 was less than $13 billion USD. As of today, the 
market size is about $90 billion USD, and just in seven 
months’ time in November 2021, more than $260 billion USD 
have been deposited to various decentralized financial sys-
tems. The speed and growth of the capital increase is sur-
prising.

In the near future, once the metaverse is successfully devel-
oped, users will have to adapt to the new economic model 
in order to participate. It is definite that the metaverse will 
be predominated by decentralized, open finance. Traditional 
centralized finance system lacks the capacity to handle the 
huge demands f rom the rise of the metaverse.

The locked value of DeFi has reached as high as $230 billion 
USD and it has occupied a large portion in the crypto 
market. There have been many up-and-coming projects 
taking base in DeFi, such as luna, lido, and aave. Curve is the 
foref ront of liquidity pool, and LPG will consider the addi-
tion of pools in different projects to enable staking and 
strategized yield mining, and so other sources of passive 
income are introduced to participants. The model of locked 
staking is trending among crypto investors, just as how it 
had given rise to cryptocurrency. LPG will definitely priori-
tize DeFi in its future development.  



The initial concept of Little Piggy is inspired by the NFT 
market, starting off with an authentic Little Piggy then 
building up to a Piggy village, expanding our developmental 
scale, and finally building an influential brand in Hong Kong. 
Up until now, there are already more than 10 thousand 
people involved in this community. Our team targets the 
demographic of Asia, with Hong Kong as headquarters ,  
with a discussion forum in Taiwan. This marks the first stage 
of development in Asia.

In light of the soaring numbers of members in our commu-
nity,  our production team has already settled plans for the 
future. Establishing a brick and mortar store will be a signif-
icant part of our project, and the reasons are as follows:

Little Piggy Concept Store
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Build a real Piggy village

The virtual world of Little Piggy is based on the communal 
culture of Piggy village. Holders of Piggy NFTs possess the 
identity of a Piggy, who can discuss anything about NFTs on 
the channel. In the neighborhood, there will be different 
grades allocated to Piggies based on their contribution. Pig-
gies with higher positions would receive greater benefits 
and privileges. Piggy village's founding concept was similar 
to that of a virtual world, aiming to create a metaverse 
where people can communicate and interact in. The devel-
opment of the Piggy village is still in progress. On the other 
hand, the need for an actual platform for Piggies is urgent. 
Therefore, we promise to build a physical community for our 
users as soon as possible.

Thus setting up a concept store equates to building a real 
piggy village, and it will be an ideal place for members to 
stay and interact, and this also fulfills our goal of using 
Hong Kong as a headquarters for development.



NFT trading market

There are a total of 6666 piggies of Little Piggies, with Magic 
Eden as its major exchange platform. Blockchain exchange 
development has a function of omni-bridge, which is being 
widely used in NFT markets currently. Cross-chain trades 
convene users,  which in turn offer diversity for NFT trading 
and improve trading proficiency.

There will be face-to-face trade tutorials and a Little Piggy 
trading platform in our concept store.

Omni-bridgeMagic Eden other



Execution

The establishment of the brick and mortar store will give us 
an advantage in organizing events in the Piggy village. Pre-
viously, there had been a lot of activities which brought the 
members together. In the future, Little piggy will continue 
our hard work and keep improving our member manage-
ment. Furthermore, there will be a considerable amount of 
benefits and welfare for our members. The concept store 
would help us to allocate souvenirs and membership items, 
and Face-to-face talks could also be held in the store to pro-
mote HONG KONG NFT and cryptocurrency.



The total number of LPG issued is 
20,000,000,000

The LPG will be launched cross-chain on SPL, Erc20, BSC, 
and generate a cross-chain token balance protocol for the 
public to make transactions across networks and interact 
with our projects of NFT, Gamefi, and DAO.

On the application of different smart chains, we will activate 
a three chain token balance protocol. No matter which chain 
users are transacting and burning tokens on, the tokens 
generated on our three chains will be based on the tenth 
decimal place to balance the number of cross-chain tokens.
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Little piggy Smart Chain

CHAPTER 10

BurningPublic Chains

Locked-upEncryption

Charity Developers

COIN DISTRIBUTION

The total number of LPG issued is 
20,000,000,000



Transaction on public chains:

LPG will provide 62% of the total volume
12,400,000,000 tokens 

will be circulated in the market, the public can trade Little 
Piggy tokens on decentralized platforms such as Pan-
cakeswap, Uniswap, and Raydium.

The usage of circulating tokens also involves earlybird com-
munity exclusive offers, Play-to-earn (P2E), Little Piggy 
public chain mining fee (gas fee), quarterly token burning 
overseen by a fair protocol, transaction, Decentralized Au-
tonomous Organization (DAO), and Non-Fungible Tokens 
(NFTs).
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L i tt le  Piggy  Conser vat ion  
Char i tab le  Fun d
Part of the developmental blueprint aims to 
conserve the balance of the ecosystem and 
give back to the society. 

L i tt le  Piggy  pro jec t  
en cr ypt ion  m echanism
The project encryption mechanism will be 
announced in the second year after launching. 
Please stay tuned.

LPG Token Burnin g
The developer will burn a quantity of token at 
specific points in time in order to motivate LPG 
investors. Token burning refers to a complete 
and permanent eradication of said token, such 
that there would be less tokens being 
circulated in the market.

Transa c t ion  on  publ ic  cha ins
The usage of circulating tokens also involves earlybird community exclusive 
offers, Play-to-earn (P2E), Little Piggy public chain mining fee (gas fee), 
quarterly token burning overseen by a fair protocol, transaction, Decentralized 
Autonomous Organization (DAO), and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).

L i tt le  Piggy  deve lopers
Tokens held by the early developmental team cannot be used 
in Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) to ensure 
the execution of the decentralized voting and motion systems. 

LPG
The LPG will be launched cross-chain on 
SPL, Erc20, BSC, and generate a cross-chain 
token balance protocol for the public to 
make transactions across networks and 
interact with our projects of NFT, Gamefi, 
and DAO.

LPG
The total number of LPG issued is 

20,000,000,000

LPG



Little Piggy developers:

22% of total LPG
4,400,000,000 tokens 

will be divided into 7 components among the team, held by 
early members on technical support, game financialization 
(Gamefi), and non-fungible tokens (NFT) development. 

The token of the development team of Little Piggy will be 
locked-up for a period of 3 years, and will be released gradu-
ally based on the annual account day. 
1st annum: 20% of the token will be released
2nd annum: 35% of the token will be released
3rd annum: 45% of the token will be released

Tokens held by the early developmental team cannot be 
used in Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) to 
ensure the execution of the decentralized voting and 
motion systems.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\



Little Piggy Conservation Charitable Fund

11% of total LPG
2,200,000,000 tokens 

Part of the developmental blueprint aims to conserve the 
balance of the ecosystem and give back to the society. 
These tokens are issued by the project developer, and the 
Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), as an 
annual proposal, will determine the allocation of the conser-
vation charitable fund. This is a charity done by the entire 
Little Piggy community.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Little Piggy project encryption mechanism

5% of total LPG
1,000,000,000 tokens

The project encryption mechanism will be announced in the 
second year after launching. Please stay tuned.



First stage: Release 6666 Little Piggy NFTs

Second stage: Launch part of Game-fi

Third stage: Release LPG

Fourth stage: Launch Piggy DAO (Decentralized Autono-
mous Organization)

Fifth stage: Launch Piggy concept store

Sixth stage: Develop and launch a completion of Game-fi

Seventh stage: Realise Little Piggy Metaverse

Development route of LPG

CHAPTER 11



ENDING

In short, Little Piggy would bring you all to a new world built 
on f reedom and autonomy. We will all meet in this new era 
of metaverse. With the endeavor of our participants and 
developmental trials of different parties, we work as a team 
for a common objective. For all our efforts, we strive to build 
our own universe of Little Piggy and cultivate our unique 
culture. This is a future-facing, visionary and continuous 
project  rooted for the long term development of the 
metaverse.
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